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Introduction

Background

1. The United Nations Evaluation Group (UNEG) is a professional network that brings together the units responsible for evaluation in the United Nations system and in international organizations and funds working closely with the UN system. It aims to strengthen the objectivity, effectiveness and visibility of the evaluation function and to advocate for the importance of evaluation for learning, decision-making and accountability. As part of its mandate, UNEG formed a Task Force on Evaluation of Normative Work in response to an increased call for such evaluations and a dearth of relevant resources.

2. At the UNEG Annual General Meeting, 2012, the Task Force, in consultation with UN Heads of Evaluation, defined normative work as:

   The support to the development of norms and standards in conventions, declarations, regulatory frameworks, agreements, guidelines, codes of practice and other standard setting instruments, at global, regional and national level. Normative work also includes the support to the implementation of these instruments at the policy level, i.e. their integration into legislation, policies and development plans, and to their implementation at the programme level. (UNEG, 2012, p. 5)

3. Note that the definition specifies three categories of normative work:

   a) the development of norms and standards;
   b) the support to governments and others to integrate the norms and standards into legislation, policies and development plans; and
   c) the support to governments and others to implement legislation, policies and development plans based on the international norms, standards and conventions.

4. Some norms, such as conventions, are legally binding upon ratification and oblige State parties to comply with the terms of the norms. In addition, certain norms provide for the State parties’ reporting obligations within the UN system concerning the application of the said norms. This, for example, includes reporting on agreed environmental targets. Other norms may consist of general guidelines or directions that are applied on a voluntary basis.

---

1 Some of the supervisory/monitoring mechanisms within the UN system were established long ago. For instance, for the ILO, the State parties’ reporting obligations were set out in the Treaty of Versailles in 1919, and the International Labour Conference Committee on the Application of Standards and the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions were established as early as in 1926.

2 The UNEG Handbook on Integrating Human Rights and Gender Equality in Evaluation (2011) provides the following clarification with regard to the binding legal effect of international instruments related to human rights: “International human rights law is not limited to the rights enumerated in treaties. It also comprises rights and freedoms that have become part of customary international law, binding on all States, including those that are not party to a particular treaty. Judicial decisions of the international or regional courts and of international
5. The UN’s leadership role in normative work remains one of its strongest comparative advantages. Through consensus, it sets universally applicable norms and standards for peace and security, economic and socio-cultural development, human rights, the rule of law, health and environmental sustainability, and others.

6. The vast majority of organizations within the UN system, including funds, programmes, specialized agencies and affiliated organizations, are involved in normative work. For many, normative work is at the core of their mandate. For example, specialized agencies, such as the World Health Organization (WHO), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), the Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN (FAO), and the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), collaborate with other UN organizations and Member States to develop international conventions, technical standards and codes of practice and to support their implementation. The International Labour Organization (ILO) works with Member States to adopt international labour standards drawn up by representatives of tripartite constituents (governments, employers and workers). Others, such as the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), cooperate with Member States to achieve international standards in relation to child rights, poverty reduction, Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), democratic governance and response to crisis situations.3

7. Table 1 illustrates some of the different forms of normative work of UN organizations. Although not a definitive classification, the table gives a sense of the scope and variety of normative work within the UN system.

**Table 1. Examples of Normative Work in the UN System**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development of international conventions, protocols and declarations</td>
<td>Conventions are the basis of international laws, while protocols and declarations can be non-binding. Member States participate in their development and are responsible for implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Examples of conventions include: The Convention on Biodiversity; the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW); International Labour Organization (ILO) conventions with respect to labour standards and international laws; the UNESCO Convention concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage; the Convention on the Rights of the Child; the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea; the International Health Regulations and the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (WHO), the Universal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monitoring bodies also have a significant role in international human rights law as they provide further clarifications on the scope of States’ obligations and the content of the rights. There are many other non-binding universal and regional instruments (declarations, principles, guidelines, standards, rules and recommendations) relating to human rights. These instruments have no binding legal effect, but have an undeniable moral force and provide practical guidance to States in their conduct.”

3 International Organizations and Funds members of UNEG can also have a role in normative work, for instance, the International Organization for Migration (IOM) for migration-related matters.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Establishment of norms, standards, international codes of conduct and guidelines</th>
<th>Many UN organizations are involved in establishing norms, standards and international codes of conduct. In some cases, these are adopted by State parties in the form of legislation. In other cases, they may be incorporated into policy or programme practices, or viewed as exemplary practices.</th>
<th>CODEX ALIMENTARIUS, the joint World Health Organization (WHO)-Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) food standards code; United Nations Industrial Development Organization’s (UNIDO) work on Standards, Metrology, Testing and Quality Infrastructure and energy efficiency; the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries; the International Civil Aviation Organization’s standards, regulations and procedures for aviation safety, security, efficiency and regularity; the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)’s nuclear safety standards; the UN Code of Conduct on Sexual Exploitation and Abuse.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring and reporting on the implementation of conventions, norms, and other obligations</td>
<td>In general, the reporting obligations concern ratified conventions. However, monitoring of the State parties’ application of norms could go beyond that.</td>
<td>The inter-agency work on monitoring and reporting mechanisms regarding violation of child rights in situations of armed conflict. The monitoring and reporting by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) on the implementation of conventions, norms and other obligations directly on the basis of the High Commissioner’s mandate. The work of WHO with respect to the eradication and elimination of selected diseases agreed by the World Health Assembly, and that of the World Trade Organization in monitoring trade policies, regulations and practices and in strengthening trade capacity; and, pursuant to the ILO Declaration on fundamental principles and rights at work (1998), the examination of periodic reports submitted by State parties on the measures taken to give effect to unratified core ILO conventions and recommendations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advocacy</td>
<td>Advocacy work can take many forms, including monitoring, reporting on and promoting norms and standards directly via dialogue and communication and indirectly by mobilizing NGOs.</td>
<td>UNICEF’s advocacy work with respect to the Convention on the Rights of the Child. The advocacy work of the UN to support the MDGs. The IAEA’s work to promote the safe use of nuclear power. UNIDO’s work on promoting green industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development and dissemination of normative products,</td>
<td>This includes publications of norms and standards, the production and dissemination of statistical information and the maintenance of databases,</td>
<td>Almost all UN agencies engage in this work. For example, FAO’s reports on the global status of fisheries, forestry, agriculture, food security; ILO’s annual reports on the Application of International Labour Standards; UNDP’s Human Development Index; UNESCO’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>including knowledge products and information resources</td>
<td>and increasingly the production of web-based and e-learning resources aimed at supporting the implementation of norms and standards.</td>
<td>Education for All Global Monitoring Report; UNICEF’s Child Rights Index; UNIDO’s work on industrial statistics; United Nations Environment Programme’s (UNEP) Annual Environmental Review; the nuclear information databases of the IAEA; WHO’s International Classification of Diseases, the List of Essential Drugs, Infant Growth Tables, or the Global Health Report; and the statistical information produced and disseminated by some of the regional commissions of the United Nations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion and capacity strengthening in relation to cross-cutting norms and standards</td>
<td>This includes various forums, sometimes agency specific and in other cases involving multiple agencies, intended to serve as neutral gatherings for policy and technical dialogue.</td>
<td>Promotion of and follow-up on progress made towards the MDGs; the Millennium Declaration on the protection of vulnerable groups and related interventions; promotion of sustainable development, including green growth; UNESCO’s work on culture and sustainable development; UNIDO’s Global Forum Function; UN system promotion and implementation of gender equality and gender mainstreaming under the guidance of UN Women.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitating intergovernmental dialogue and coordination</td>
<td>One of the greatest strengths of the UN system is its convening power. Many UN organizations facilitate intergovernmental dialogue on norms and standards and coordinate activities regionally and globally.</td>
<td>Intergovernmental meetings and negotiations; various thematic commissions, such as the UN Commission on Sustainable Development, Statistical Commission, Commission on Population and Development, Commission for Social Development; and much of the work of the UN’s five regional commissions, and that of the Commission on the Status of Women; and expert group meetings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Not only do many UN organizations assist Member States and partner institutions to adopt norms and codes of practice, but UN organizations themselves are held to standards: human rights, human rights-based approach to programming, gender equality and environmental sustainability, to name a few. It can be argued, therefore, that the evaluation of normative work is applicable across the entire UN system because almost all UN organizations are involved in normative initiatives in one way or another.

**Purpose of the Handbook**

9. The purpose of this handbook is to guide UN organizations in conducting evaluations of normative work. Its objectives are to:

- Provide an integrated approach to the evaluation of normative work in the UN;
- Provide hands-on methodological guidance, concise practical examples and tools for conducting evaluations of normative work; and
• Highlight relevant lessons and best-fit practices of the evaluation of normative work inside and outside the UN system.

10. The handbook is intended primarily for evaluation professionals in the UN who are either tasked with the management and/or conduct of evaluations of normative work. It may also be useful to UN staff responsible for designing, managing and monitoring programmes and projects that integrate the norms, standards and codes of practice; and to the UN’s partners in its normative work, particularly to governments and civil society organizations (CSOs). The handbook might also be applied when evaluating the internal performance of UN organizations with respect to standards for gender equality, human rights, ethics, conduct of humanitarian assistance and environmental sustainability.

11. Readers may ask: “Why yet another evaluation guide; what makes the evaluation of normative work different?”

12. As indicated above, evaluations of normative work constitute a significant part of the evaluations carried out by UNEG member organizations, according to a recent UNEG survey. Although stand-alone evaluations of normative work are less frequent, that may change as UN organizations devote more of their time and resources to upstream work in the future. Agencies that have been successfully evaluating their normative work over the years also perceive the need for a handbook that captures and systematizes effective practices for the sake of knowledge management.

13. Evaluation of normative work is often challenging. Causality⁴ in normative work is often difficult to establish as one moves up the logic chain,⁵ and particularly challenging at the impact level⁶. Although there may be a direct link between the actions of a UN organization and a national government agreeing to a particular norm, many factors beyond the control of the organization come into play in determining the extent to which the government translates the agreed norm into national policies, legislation and action on the ground. The outcomes and impact of most normative work often depend on the enabling environment and a host of complementary actions by government, UN agencies, and others. Although this does not necessitate a different approach to evaluation or different methods, it does require a great deal of care when planning an evaluation and heightened rigour in sorting out causality.

14. Much of the normative work carried out in the UN system is difficult to assess because its tactics, outputs and outcomes are constantly shifting and not always well documented. Such is often the case when building consensus for a global standard and when strengthening the

---

⁴ Causality refers to the relationship between events where one set of events (the effects) is a direct consequence of another set of events (the causes).

⁵ A logic chain, results chain or logic model is a visual tool that identifies inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes and impact and their causal, sequential relationships.

⁶ Impacts are defined as “the positive and negative, primary and secondary long-term effects produced by a development intervention, directly or indirectly, intended or unintended” (Development Assistance Committee of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD/DAC], 2002, p. 24). Impacts are usually measured sometime after the project or programme is over.
political will for the implementation of an international norm. Much of this work is non-linear and constantly shifting. Although it can be argued that many UN programmes are subject to unpredictable contextual variables, much of the UN’s normative work takes that possibility to a much higher level.

15. Furthermore, normative work, such as that related to human rights or environmental sustainability, takes a long time to have impact; rarely is it visible within the time-frame of an organization’s programme cycle. Hard data are often lacking where UN organizations assume a convener or coordination role, or when they advocate for the adoption of international protocols, guidelines and codes of practice. One reason for this is that the intervention’s outcomes are often not clearly stated in the form of a logic model or theory of change.

16. Finally, there are often no specific data available to evaluate normative work, especially when normative work is not the main focus of the intervention. Sometimes UN staff themselves may not be cognizant of the standards or have them foremost in their minds as they go about their work; sometimes they pay insufficient attention to integrating gender equality and environmental sustainability standards in their work; and other times stakeholders may have different understandings of the meaning of some normative work categories, such as ‘advocacy’, ‘social mobilization’ and ‘rights-based approach’ to programming (Stiles, 2002). In addition, a good deal of normative work takes place outside of projects and programmes funded from extra-budgetary sources. Not only does this contribute to inadequate information, it can also lead to unclear or widely dispersed accountability (Stiles, 2002). These factors and others create pronounced methodological challenges for the evaluation of normative work.

17. This handbook draws on a wide range of resources, including the Handbook on Integrating Human Rights and Gender Equality in Evaluation (UNEG, 2011) and the UNEG Good Practice Guidelines for Follow up to Evaluations (UNEG, 2010a). The terminology used throughout the handbook is consistent with definitions established by Organization for Economic Co-operation Development Assistance Committee (OECD/DAC). Terms, such as ‘outputs’ and ‘impact’, are defined where they first appear.

---

7 Outcomes are “the likely or achieved short-term and medium-term effects of an intervention’s outputs” (OECD/DAC, 2002, p. 28). The term, ‘outcomes’, is used interchangeably with ‘results’. Short-term or immediate outcomes should be achieved part way through a project or programme; medium-term or intermediate outcomes should be achieved toward the end.

8 Theory of change or programme theory is similar to a logic model, but includes key assumptions behind the causal relationships and sometimes the major factors (internal and external to the intervention) likely to influence the outcomes.

18. The handbook is organized into five chapters, modelling the evaluation cycle, as illustrated in Figure 1, beginning with determining the evaluability\textsuperscript{10} of the normative work in question:

\textbf{Figure 1. Evaluation Cycle}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{evaluation_cycle}
\caption{Evaluation Cycle}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{10} Evaluability is “the extent to which an activity or a programme can be evaluated in a reliable and credible fashion” (OECD/DAC, 2002, p. 21).
**Chapter 1. Determining the Evaluability of Normative Work**

19. Determining evaluability means assessing the situation to see if the evaluation is feasible, affordable and of sufficient value to proceed. It includes determining whether the intervention’s outcomes are adequately defined and verifiable. An evaluability assessment is particularly important when considering an evaluation of normative work because of the methodological challenges involved as outlined in the introductory chapter.

20. Table 2 shows six practical steps in determining the evaluability of normative work.

*Table 2. Steps in an Evaluability Assessment*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Data sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Analyse the context of the initiative</td>
<td>What is the political, economic, social and cultural context of the normative work?</td>
<td>Background documents, Project/progress reports, Colleagues, Web, Books, Media reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who are the key stakeholders and beneficiaries?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Identify the nature of the normative work pertaining to the initiative</td>
<td>What is the nature of the normative work?</td>
<td>Background documents, Project/progress reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In which of the three categories of normative work does it fit, based on the UNEG’s definition?</td>
<td>Colleagues, Web, Books, Media reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is it central or peripheral to the initiative?</td>
<td>Manager of the initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Determine whether the normative work is featured in the initiative’s design, particularly in the logic model, theory of change, programme development framework and/or the performance measurement framework.</td>
<td>Are there clear and realistic outcomes for the normative work at the various levels?</td>
<td>Background documents, Project/programme documents, including logic model etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are assumptions clearly articulated in the programming logic?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are there valid indicators for each normative outcome?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

11 A performance measurement framework outlines in a matrix the intervention’s expected outcomes, indicators, data sources, data collection methods, frequency of collection and persons or organizations tasked with data collection. The matrix serves as the basis for a detailed monitoring plan.

4. Determine whether there are solid, readily available data in relation to the normative work

| What monitoring data exist? What is its quality and coverage? |
| What background information is available? |
| Where can narrative and anecdotal information be found? |

| Background documents |
| Progress reports |
| Colleagues |
| Manager/specialists |

5. Determine the use of the evaluation

| What purpose will the evaluation serve? |
| How will it be used? |
| What interests do the stakeholders have in the evaluation? What are their expectations and information needs? |
| Who stands to benefit from the evaluation? |
| How receptive are the primary users of the evaluation to learning and change? |

| Senior management |
| Specialists |
| Key partners and stakeholders |

6. Roughly estimate the time and resources needed for the evaluation and determine whether both are available

| When does the evaluation need to be completed, e.g., for decision-making or budgetary purposes? |
| What expertise is needed for the evaluation? |
| What will the evaluation cost? |
| Are the required resources – money and expertise – available and affordable? |

| Evaluation colleagues |
| Documents on similar evaluations |

21. The fourth step – determining whether sufficient data are available to proceed – is relevant to evaluations of all forms of normative work and particularly important when evaluating UN support provided to the development of norms and standards. Key informants – people with rich, historical information about the UN’s role – may have changed over time and documented evidence pertaining to the nature and quality of the UN’s work may be in short supply. In such cases, the evaluation manager has either to focus the evaluation on areas where there are sufficient data or recommend not to proceed with the evaluation.

22. The fifth step – determining the use of the evaluation information – is particularly important. If the evaluation of normative work serves little practical purpose, if the key stakeholders show little interest in learning from it, and if there is limited opportunity to bring about
positive change, then it is doubtful the evaluation should proceed. This step blends with tasks outlined in the next chapter, such as seeking out stakeholder views on the issues of greatest importance for the evaluation, determining how the evaluation should be designed, when it should take place and how the information generated can be used to inform decisions and improve performance. Such information will help to focus the evaluation on the issues most relevant to its users.

23. It may also be useful to plan an inception phase as part of the evaluability assessment, particularly for large complex evaluations, such as global, regional, country and thematic evaluations of normative work. An inception mission can sometimes help strengthen ownership of the evaluation by its intended users, and it can resolve some of the typical challenges evaluators face at this stage, as described in Table 3.

Table 3. Typical Challenges at the Evaluability Stage and Possible Solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Possible solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The intervention’s context is complex.</td>
<td>• Allocate sufficient time and resources to understand the context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Undertake a web search and/or a literature search.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Undertake an inception mission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Plan to hire local experts who can bridge the contextual gaps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The normative work appears to be a peripheral part of the intervention.</td>
<td>• Try to understand the reasons why the normative work might be peripheral by contacting those responsible for the intervention’s design and implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Determine whether there is value in evaluating the normative work, e.g. to inform future programming where normative work will have a more central role.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The normative work is not reflected in a logic model, theory of change or country programme framework.</td>
<td>• Try to find out why the normative work is not reflected by contacting those responsible for the intervention’s design and implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Construct a retrospective theory of change to include the normative work and validate it with those responsible for the intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The normative work is reflected in the logic model, theory of change or country programme framework, but these are seriously flawed.</td>
<td>• If the flaws are major, such that many of the outcomes, indicators and assumptions are unrealistic, where feasible, negotiate with the programme stakeholders and revise them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Documents provide little information about the normative work and its outcomes.</td>
<td>• Contact those responsible for implementation to understand the nature of normative work. Look for information from other sources, such as national governments, reports of other UN bodies, development organizations and local NGOs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Focus on expected outcomes over which the implementing organization(^{13}) had control (rather than high-level impacts).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{13}\) The term ‘implementing organization’ usually refers to the UN organization that is involved in normative activities either as part of a project or programme or informal advocacy and facilitation, such as convening meetings and developing standards with panels of technical experts. It can also refer to normative work that a UN
6. There is insufficient time or resources to thoroughly evaluate the normative work.

- Scale back the evaluation and focus it on short- and medium-term normative outcomes rather than normative impacts.
- Look for ways to save time and resources, such as a desk study, self-evaluation or 1-2 information-rich case studies.

“...The terms of reference for OPS4 [Fourth Overall Performance Study of the GEF] were highly ambitious. At several junctures, OPS4 encountered the limits of what it could do with existing data and evaluative evidence within the time available and the budgets for the sub-studies. These limitations meant that, on some important points, this report is not able to answer all key questions fully.”

- Global Environmental Facility, Progress toward Impact. Fourth Overall Performance Study of the GEF, 2010, p. 4

24. Rectifying the third problem – the absence of normative work in the logic model, theory of change or programme frameworks – must be done in consultation with the programme manager and key programme stakeholders. Ideally, such a model or framework should be produced in a well-facilitated workshop with the full participation of key stakeholders. Although a workshop takes time and resources, it could add value by strengthening the capacity of stakeholders and by fostering ownership of the evaluation by its intended users.

25. When developing a theory of change, it is important to identify the level of control the UN organization has over the short- and medium-term outcomes of the intervention. This will later help determine the scope and focus of the evaluation. If the intervention falls within the first category of normative work – the creation of norms, standards and international instruments – then the evaluation should focus on process and governance issues, and perhaps the relevance of the norm, standard or international instrument. If the intervention is to support a government in adopting and implementing a particular norm as a duty bearer, then the evaluation should focus on the outcomes related to that support.

26. Immediate or short-term outcomes usually specify changes in knowledge, awareness and access to resources on the part of the intervention’s beneficiaries. Intermediate or mid-term outcomes usually specify changes in the behaviour or practices of individuals and groups and – for long programmes – the capacity of organizations and institutions. The implementing organization normally has considerable control and influence over these and the short-term outcomes. It is at the impact or long-term outcome level where the most challenging attribution problems occur. For example, although it is realistic that the normative work of a UN organization could result in strengthened policies, regulations and laws aligned with international standards, it would be a stretch to think that the UN organization could contribute directly to improving the lives of the target populations, at least not within the usual project or programme timeframes and budgets. Likewise, it would be unrealistic to expect a UN organization to achieve on its own macroeconomic impacts, such as increased wage earnings, reduced vulnerability of the poor or equal pay for women.

organization does through NGO partners. It is understood that national governments, as duty bearers, have the ultimate responsibility to implement international norms, standards and conventions.

14 Attribution is “the ascription of a causal link between observed (or expected to be observed) changes and a specific intervention” (OECD/DAC, 2002, p. 17).
27. A related common problem is logic models and programme theories that attempt to capture every possible normative outcome rather than those at the core of the normative work. The logic model or theory of change should focus on the most important outcomes to be achieved given the resources and scope of the intervention. Ideally, the programme logic of a typical project in the UN system should have one impact statement, 2-3 medium-term outcomes and 3-5 short-term outcomes. Get the core outcomes right; any additional outcomes identified through monitoring and evaluation are a bonus.  

28. A number of guides – some of which are listed at the end of this chapter – may help evaluation practitioners prepare logic models and theories of change. Figure 2 illustrates a theory of change for a fictitious, long-term project aimed at getting more countries to ratify the ILO Domestic Workers Convention.

Figure 2. Example of a Theory of Change

---

15 The evaluation of UNESCO’s standard-setting work of the Culture Sector (Part I) – 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage (2013) constitutes a good example of an evaluation, for which a retrospective theory of change was prepared and used throughout the evaluation process: <unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0022/002230/223095E.pdf>
29. The absence of critical data— the fifth problem— may be cause for postponing the evaluation. Data might be lacking because the intervention had not been systematically monitored and no monitoring data on progress made and outcomes achieved had therefore been collected. It might also be due to the fact that medium-term outcomes and impact, such as the actual benefits to citizens and national economies, are unlikely to be seen for many years, as a 2009 FAO evaluation concluded:

_The creation of an international instrument is at best an interim outcome. Any determination of the actual usefulness of international instruments must depend on the outcomes and impacts that follow after instrument creation: entry into force, international operations, national implementation and on-the-ground application. These outcomes will typically appear only gradually over the one to two decades following an international instrument's adoption. (FAO, 2009, pp. 2-3)_

30. Or, for instance, an intervention that involved a mass media campaign had not yet produced much media usage data. In such a case, it might make sense to delay the evaluation until those data are collected.

31. A good deal of the UN’s normative work takes place in volatile environments where outcomes are difficult to establish and where causality is challenging. Such conditions may call for non-traditional approaches to evaluation. Consider the scenario in Box 1.

**Box 1. Scenario Calling For an Alternative Approach to Evaluating Normative Work**

Country x has signed but not ratified the UN International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). For several years, UN organizations and others have been quietly lobbying the national government to comply with Article 27 of the ICCPR, which deals with the rights of minority groups to cultural, religious and linguistic freedom. Little of that advocacy has been documented, and collaboration among the UN and donor agencies has been sporadic. Local and international NGOs have also been advocating for change, more vocally than the UN and bilateral donors. The lead UN organization involved has received considerable extrabudgetary funding for this work. It has a logic model but it is out of date, and the organization has not systematically collected data against indicators. Results-based management capacity is weak and reporting has been largely activity-based. The national government has established economic development programmes for minorities. It promised new legislation, but pulled back whenever there were protests, some of which were violent. The lead UN organization is negotiating a sizable grant from a donor for a new initiative aimed at supporting the country to comply with Article 27 and to align its domestic policies and laws accordingly. The UN organization would like to evaluate its programming so as to learn from it and apply lessons to its new initiative.

32. Assuming an evaluability assessment concluded that there was little value in conducting a conventional evaluation, what are the alternatives? The conditions described in the scenario fit well with the criteria for developmental evaluation. Developmental evaluation is evaluation that helps in developing programmes and projects, and that is particularly well suited to programme innovation in complex environments (hence the subtitle, “Applying Complexity Concepts to Enhance Innovation and Use” of Michael Patton’s 2011 book, *Developmental Evaluation*). In developmental evaluation, the evaluator typically becomes part of the implementation team, fully participating in decisions and facilitating discussions about what and how to evaluate. The evaluator helps team members conceptualize, design
and test new approaches in a continuous process of experimentation and adaptation, always keenly sensitive to unexpected results and changes in the environment. The evaluator's primary function is to infuse team discussions with evaluative thinking, to bring solid data to strategy deliberations, and to facilitate systematic, evidence-based reflection and decision-making. In short, developmental evaluation aims at helping programmes in complex environments get off to a good start and to perform well to the end through a process of continuous learning, adaptation and innovation.

33. Developmental evaluation may be most applicable to the first category of normative work, the development of international norms, standards and conventions, where it could provide rich data with which to inform decisions regarding process, participation and communication. Obviously, given that in developmental evaluation the evaluator tends to become part of the implementation team, this type of evaluation is not applicable when the evaluation is expected to be strictly independent, as it is usually the case in the UN system.

34. In the end, the decision to proceed with an evaluation – conventional or non-conventional – is a judgement call. There is no formula or universally applicable tools to make this determination.

Box 2. Lessons from Evaluability Assessments

A participatory approach to the development of a theory of change can help uncover implicit assumptions and beliefs that are often not shared among individuals and groups involved in an initiative.

Prepare for monitoring and evaluating normative work when designing a programme by incorporating the normative work in the theory of change and the performance measurement framework. Not only will it help to ensure baseline data and a regular flow of performance information through monitoring, but it will also increase the likelihood of having good data available in time for an evaluation.

An evaluability assessment can be useful regardless of whether the evaluation proceeds or not because it often precipitates substantial improvements to programme designs by uncovering muddled goals, flawed logic, unreasonable assumptions and conflicting or unrealistic expectations about what the programme has set out to achieve (Rog, 1985).

Evaluability assessments often work best when conducted as a team. The team should include the lead evaluator and the evaluation manager, programme implementers, administrators and other stakeholder groups (Morra-Imas and Rist, 2009).

Effective theories of change are often multidimensional. For example, a theory of change related to women’s empowerment that focuses on only one dimension, such as economic development and skills training while ignoring such factors as access to markets and socio-cultural impediments, is insufficient (UNEG, 2011).
Box 3. Quality Check – Conducting an evaluability assessment

✓ Has the evaluability assessment been carried out following the 6-step process described in this handbook?
✓ Have the questions been asked and answered at each step?
✓ Has the assessment been carried out with input from the lead evaluator and key stakeholders?
✓ Has a theory of change been developed that clearly captures the programme logic and its underlying assumptions?

Useful Resources


Chapter 2. Preparing the Evaluation

35. Once the evaluability assessment is concluded and the evaluation manager determines that the evaluation will proceed, the next step is to prepare the terms of reference (ToR). This chapter describes the tasks involved, drawing on lessons from previous evaluations of normative work. The tasks are not necessarily sequential: much depends on the circumstances, the policies of the evaluation unit and the evaluation manager’s personal judgement.

Task 2.1: Identifying stakeholders and their role in the evaluation

36. It is important at this stage to think about who should be involved in the evaluation and when and how they should participate with a view to maximizing the use of the evaluation. Identifying the rights holders and duty bearers and their roles in the evaluation is important particularly for normative work supporting the adoption or implementation of international norms and conventions. Begin with a stakeholder analysis as in Table 4 below, which is based roughly on the scenario presented in Box 1 in the previous chapter. Importantly, the stakeholder analysis will identify the users of the evaluation as distinct from the beneficiaries of the intervention being evaluated.

Table 4. Example of a Completed Template for Categorizing Stakeholders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beneficiaries of the intervention</th>
<th>Users (clients) of the evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary (direct/indirect)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Primary</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government counterparts (direct)</td>
<td>Local managers of the UN implementing organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups representing minorities (direct)</td>
<td>Senior managers of the UN implementing organization (headquarters and region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minorities (indirect)</td>
<td>Government counterparts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary</strong></td>
<td><strong>Secondary</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior government officials (direct)</td>
<td>Collaborating donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority cultural specialists, linguistic scholars and religious leaders (direct and indirect)</td>
<td>Collaborating NGOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other UN organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Groups representing minorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Academics and evaluation professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Others</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other minority groups or government officials not reached by the intervention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

37. The different categories of normative work are likely to have different stakeholders. For example, developing norms and standards often involves technical working groups from participating countries with the UN providing administrative support. Normative work that involves the support to national governments as duty bearers to ratify, integrate and
implement the norms often involves a much wider range of stakeholders such as government line departments, CSOs, research institutions and technical bodies. For example, UNESCO’s 2010 evaluation of its Strategic Programme Objective 11, “Sustainably Protecting and Enhancing Cultural Heritage”, involved more than 100 staff and external experts and almost 200 implementing partners and beneficiaries. UNICEF’s 2009 evaluation of DevInfo, a database system for monitoring human development, involved internal and external experts and a wide range of users of the system in six countries.

38. When evaluating normative work where many stakeholders are involved, a mapping exercise is a useful tool as it produces a visual representation of the stakeholders and the relationships among them. A stakeholder map can reveal important contextual information, as well as issues worthy of exploration. In a recent FAO evaluation, the mapping exercise was also used to gather the perceptions of a wide range of stakeholders on the relevance and effectiveness of FAO’s work relating to tenure, rights and access issues. A theory of change may help in identifying stakeholders against processes and results at different levels.

39. Evaluation managers should include in the stakeholder analysis individuals who may have been excluded from participating in the normative work, or who may have been negatively affected by it. They also need to make sure that perspectives of both women and men are well represented when deciding who should participate in an evaluation of normative work. This does not necessarily mean that there must be an equal number of women and men; it does, however, mean that the selection should enable the voices and perspectives of both women and men to be heard.

40. Whether to select from the left-hand, right-hand or both columns in Table 4 depends on the purpose of the evaluation and the level of participation needed. At one end of the participatory continuum is empowerment evaluation in which the evaluator turns decision-making control, data collection and data analysis over to the primary beneficiaries of the programme (Fetterman, 2001). Although difficult to do well, this model of evaluation is applicable in situations where strengthening the evaluation capacity of stakeholders, such as the rights holders, is a primary objective. At the other end of the spectrum is third-party, independent evaluation. Here, the external evaluator is in full control with relatively little participation from those involved in the normative initiative. This approach – common to many UN evaluation units – is particularly well suited in circumstances where there may be controversy or high stakes that necessitate independence on the part of the evaluators and where accountability is the key aim.

41. For many evaluations in the UN system, the preferred model lies somewhere in between, for which the participation of the intended users (right-hand column of Table 4) is essential in order to maximize use of the evaluation. The Paris Declaration principles of ‘ownership’ and ‘mutual responsibility’ reinforce this choice, intimating that evaluations

---

16 Strategic Evaluation of FAO work on tenure, rights and access to land and other natural resources (January 2012), Annex 3: Stakeholder Perception Study. Available at: <www.fao.org/docrep/meeting/025/mC957E.pdf>
ought to be conducted jointly with governments or, at the very least, with governments actively participating.

42. One mechanism to enhance user participation, which is pertinent to all three categories of normative work, is the evaluation reference group. How to set up and operate an evaluation reference group is not discussed in this handbook since other, more general evaluation handbooks provide plenty of guidance on this issue.

43. The extent to which the evaluation manager involves stakeholders in data collection and interpretation depends on the sensitivity of the evaluation issues, how the evaluation is to be used, and the time and resources available. There are no set rules. Sometimes it may be necessary to give a little on methodological rigour in order to maximize participation.

Task 2.2: Determining the purpose and key questions of the evaluation

44. Determining the purpose of the evaluation is perhaps the most important task of the evaluation manager during the planning stage. Although it seems obvious, this step is often overlooked or treated lightly. Clarity of purpose is particularly important when evaluating normative work, owing to the challenging nature of the work and its primacy in the UN system. What is the rationale for the evaluation? How is the evaluation information to be used? Is the evaluation forward-looking and improvement-oriented, or is it aimed at determining the value of past normative initiatives only? The answers to these questions will shape the evaluation approach, design and methods.

45. Most evaluations of normative work in the UN system have a two-fold purpose: accountability and learning and there is often tension between the two. The design of an evaluation where the emphasis is on accountability is likely to be different from one that emphasizes learning and improvement. Designing for accountability is relatively straightforward; the evaluation manager can turn to the UNEG/DAC criteria (relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability and impact), develop questions around each, and structure the evaluation accordingly. In such a case, stakeholder participation becomes secondary. If, however, the evaluation is forward-looking and learning-oriented, there are a host of issues that could be explored (Box 5), some but not all of which fit neatly into the standard UNEG/DAC criteria\(^\text{17}\). In this case, participation of the intended users of the evaluation is crucial.

46. The evaluation manager should, wherever possible, strike a balance between the two purposes. Donors who fund evaluations in the UN system are often driven by accountability concerns, such as results achieved and value for money. However, often a strong case can be made to weigh the evaluation of normative work towards learning for

\(^{17}\text{<www.oecd.org/dac/evaluation/daccriteriaforevaluatingdevelopmentassistance.htm>}\)
programme improvement, given the non-linear, often qualitative nature of the work and the dearth of information on effective practice. This is not to suggest abandoning accountability concerns but rather to find the right balance.

47. Again, much depends on the circumstances. For instance, if senior managers were contemplating scaling up or moving the normative work into a new phase, then the purpose of the evaluation could be to inform those decisions by identifying the conditions needed to make the normative work successful in the future. For example, the purpose of ILO’s mid-term evaluation of Better Work Haiti was “to review the progress made toward the achievement of the immediate objectives of the project and identify lessons learned from its key services implemented to date, its approach taken toward stakeholder capacity building, and its general engagement with national and international stakeholders” (Nexus Associates, Inc., 2012). On the other hand, if the programme was ending with no chance of replication, the primary purpose could be to determine what results were achieved. Box 4 highlights other potential uses for the evaluation of normative work in the UN system.

Box 4. Uses of Evaluations of UN Normative Work

- To identify performance lessons for the purpose of programme improvement
- To make decisions about scaling up or replicating the normative work and the resources required
- To better understand the forces driving adoption and implementation or non-adoption and non-implementation of the norm(s)
- To help make organizational decisions, such as whether to decentralize responsibility for the normative work
- To determine what partnerships and timelines are required in order to achieve the desired normative outcomes and impact

“Although most policy makers and stakeholders are primarily interested in beneficiary level impact ... policy interventions are primarily geared at inducing sustainable changes at the institutional (government) level (“second-order” effect), with only indirect effect at the beneficiary level.”

- Leeuw and Vaessen, 2009, p. 9

48. Once the purpose of the evaluation is clear, the key questions it should strive to answer will follow. Here, the evaluation manager has to be disciplined and ask: “What are the three most important questions this evaluation can and should answer?” In the end, there may be quite a few more, but the top three ought to be unequivocal. They should be the questions that relate most closely to the purpose of the evaluation and it should be clear to anyone who reads the ToR that the three questions are the priority and that the value of the evaluation is staked on answering them.

49. What are those key questions? They depend on the circumstances. Here is where a reference group or an inception mission could help. The temptation might be to turn first to the UNEG/DAC criteria for questions. The danger is that the evaluation can end up with too
many questions and a lot of information to collect that has little practical use, and not enough information on what is most important; in short, an evaluation that is data rich, but information poor.

50. Table 5 provides examples of questions relevant to the three general categories of normative work in the UN system.

Table 5. Key Evaluation Questions by Categories of Normative Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Examples of key questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Support for the development of an international standard | • What was the strategy/process for developing the standard, and how successful was it?  
• What results were achieved in terms of strengthening the capacity of Member States to participate in international forums to develop the standard? How inclusive was the participation?  
• How successful was the intervention at reaching consensus on the standard with Member States taking ownership of the process and outputs?  
• How inclusive was the UN organization’s support? |
| 2. Support to encourage governments to integrate the standard into legislation, policies and development plans | • How effective were the interventions at convincing governments to integrate the international standard into legislation, policies and development plans?  
• What strategies, methods and approaches worked well, not so well, and why or why not?  
• How successful was the intervention at identifying and assisting Member States to manage risks and overcome barriers to integrating the standard in legislation, policies and plans? |
| 3. Support to assist governments to implement legislation, policies and development plans based on the international standard | • How effective was the intervention in developing Member States’ capacities to prepare and implement legislation, policies and development plans related to the standard?  
• Did the UN organization have the right partners and the right mix of expertise in providing technical support?  
• How sustainable were the outcomes?  
• What was the impact at the population level? |

51. Key questions related to normative work that was part of a larger initiative might be:

- To what extent were UN staff aware of the organization’s normative function and held accountable for achieving normative results?
- How well was the normative role integrated in the planning of the intervention, also in terms of resources allocated and regular monitoring?
- What results were established and achieved specifically in relation to the normative work?
- To what extent has normative work contributed to the efficiency and effectiveness of the intervention(s) to which it relates?
52. An actual example of this comes from the Fourth Overall Performance Study of the Global Environment Facility (GEF) in 2010. Among its key questions were:

- To what extent has the GEF followed the guidelines of the conventions [such as, the Convention on Biodiversity and the Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants] for which it is a financial instruments?
- To what extent has the GEF been able to provide feedback to the conventions on their guidance, the implementation of that guidance, and the results achieved, including on multifocal area issues?
- Is the governance system of the GEF adequate and up to international standards?

53. Questions aimed at evaluating advocacy work to convince governments to adopt an international standard could be:

- To what extent were the intervention’s advocacy initiatives based on action research, feedback from target groups and other known effective advocacy practices?
- How efficient was the advocacy/communication strategy at framing the issue and targeting key decision makers?
- To what extent did the UN agency adapt its advocacy work in a timely and continuous manner in response to the changing political and economic environment?

54. If the evaluation is assessing normative products, databases and related resources, then there should be questions concerning quality, access and distribution (See, for example, the assessment criteria in Annex 8 of FAO’s Evaluation of FAO’s Activities on Capacity Development in Africa [FAO, 2010]).

55. UNEG’s guide to integrating human rights and gender equality in evaluation states that “All UN interventions have a mandate to address HR [human rights] and GE [gender equality] issues” (UNEG, 2011, p. 16). It follows that evaluations of the UN’s normative work should include an assessment of human rights and gender dimensions of the interventions. Examples of questions for this purpose are:

- To what extent did the intervention incorporate human rights principles and integrate gender equality considerations?
- To what extent were the implementing partners accountable for incorporating human rights and gender equality in their normative work?

56. Questions concerning the intervention’s design are often important because weak implementation is often linked to flawed design. The same applies to the partnerships involved in the normative work. Did the intervention have the right partners with optimal technical expertise? What was the level of ownership and the degree of buy-in among the partners? Risk identification and mitigation are an important part of design, so an evaluation of normative work could include questions in this realm.

57. Remember that most evaluations have limited resources: few can afford to assess many complex issues within a single evaluation. Better to answer a few key questions thoroughly
Quality, not quantity, should be the watchword. The responsibility to focus the evaluation on what is most important and achievable, given the available time and resources, lies mostly with the evaluation manager.

**Task 2.3: Selecting the criteria with which to frame the evaluation**

58. The UN system uses the UNEG/DAC’s evaluation criteria of relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, impact and sustainability to frame its evaluations, as shown in Box 5.
Box 5. UNEG/DAC Evaluation Criteria and Normative Questions

### Relevance
- Has the normative work met needs that its beneficiaries/duty bearers have expressed and agreed to?
- Does the normative work make sense regarding the conditions, needs or problems to which it is intended to respond?
- Is the normative work consistent with the UN organization’s mandate and global priorities?
- Is the normative work aligned with the priorities and policies of the host government?
- Is the normative work aligned with the United Nations Development Assistance Framework (UNDAF)?

### Effectiveness
- What outcomes have the normative work achieved, expected and unexpected, positive and negative?
- Is the normative work reaching the intended beneficiaries, rights holders and duty bearers?
- What would the likely outcomes be had the intervention not occurred?
- Was the normative work adequately reflected in the programme logic model, theory of change and performance measurement framework?
- Is the normative work likely to achieve intended outcomes by the time the initiative ends?
- How effective was the UN organization’s process in relation to stakeholder participation, inclusivity, accessibility, transparency and capacity development?
- To what extent does the normative work integrate gender equality, women’s empowerment, human rights and South-South cooperation?
- What value has the UN organization added?
- To what extent are the normative products, including knowledge products and information resources, disseminated by the UN organization used by the various stakeholders?

### Efficiency
- Are the resources and inputs (funds, expertise, and time) being used to achieve normative outcomes in an efficient and timely manner?
- Is the relationship between cost and results reasonable?
- Are there sufficient resources to achieve the intended outcomes of the normative work?
- How do the costs compare with similar normative work?
- Are the variances between planned and actual expenditures justified?
- To what extent are the mechanisms used for inter-governmental dialogue and cooperation efficient?

### Sustainability
- What is the likelihood that benefits of the normative work will continue to flow long after its completion and without over-burdening local organizations and partner institutions?
- Is the capacity being developed adequate to ensure that institutions/organizations will take over and sustain the benefits envisaged?
- To what extent has the programme built in resilience to future risks?
- To what extent do partners and beneficiaries participate in and ‘own’ the normative outcomes?
- Does the normative work adhere to sustainable environmental practices and standards?

### Impact
- To what extent has the normative work contributed to achieving results at the impact level?

59. The OECD/DAC criteria and questions should serve as a guide. If the evaluation has to include all criteria, the ToR should clearly state which ones are a priority. One way to avoid spreading the evaluation too thinly is to cover some of UNEG/DAC criteria – relevance and
efficiency, for example – with a desk study and perhaps a focus group interview, leaving more resources to delve deeply into the remaining criteria.

60. In framing the evaluation of normative work, the evaluation manager can apply other criteria. Some could be of a technical nature, perhaps dealing with scientific standards (e.g. quality of science\textsuperscript{18} underpinning standard-setting norms); others could relate to human rights, women’s empowerment and principles of behaviour in humanitarian interventions, for instance. Some evaluations could choose to focus on management issues, such as the extent to which decentralization affects normative work, or the technical and managerial capacities governments need to implement standards. The evaluation should be tailored to meet what matters most. Box 6 contains a good example of a compact set of questions from an independent evaluation of the UNIDO-UNEP Cleaner Production (CP) Programme aimed at supporting national host institutions to provide CP services in accordance with recognized international standards.

\textbf{Box 6. Questions to Frame an Evaluation of a Programme Designed to Strengthen National Institutional Support for Cleaner Production Standards}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{Relevance}: Are the elements of the programme (i.e. the Cleaner Production (CP) concept, the CP services, the National Cleaner Production Centre institution, the global network and the technical assistance inputs) applicable and valuable for the intended beneficiaries (i.e. the private sector, government, academia and research institutes in the host country)?
  
  \item \textit{Effectiveness}: Does the design of the programme (i.e. national centres, global management and networking, and technical assistance) and its implementation enable the Centres and beneficiaries to achieve the programme’s intended results (i.e. uptake of CP)?
  
  \item \textit{Efficiency}: Is the programme designed and implemented to achieve optimal benefit from its available resources? Are the Centres and other programme activities managed and administered in a manner that fosters service delivery to beneficiaries?
  
  \item \textit{Sustainability}: Is it probable or likely that the benefits (e.g. availability of CP services, environmental and productivity benefits in industry etc.) achieved from the programme will continue into the future?
  
  \item \textit{Capacity Development}: Does the programme develop essential capacities (e.g. in regards to resource productivity, environmental management, entrepreneurship, and/or public private partnerships) for local stakeholders to improve their current and future well-being?
  
  \item \textit{Ownership}: Do local stakeholders regard the programme as their own and do the make commitments to advance the programme’s aims and objectives and act on its outputs?
\end{itemize}


\textsuperscript{18} Quality of science does not have a standard international definition. Some aspects of quality highlighted in the literature include: (i) Results meeting objectives and adequate documentation of methods and results (US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 2005); and (ii) Replicability, novelty, independence, methods, and clarity of contribution (Gill and Gilbert, 2011).
Task 2.4: Crafting indicators

61. Ideally, the evaluation manager should have a theory of change that captures the intended outcomes and impact of the normative work as well as the underlying assumptions. There may be a performance measurement framework or a logical framework analysis with indicators. Better yet, the intervention may have some useful performance monitoring data based on the indicators. In reality, however, it is quite possible that none of these exists or if any do, they may be seriously flawed, in which case, the evaluation manager may have to prepare a retrospective theory of change and a new or revised set of indicators for each outcome and impact statement. The assumption is that most evaluations of normative work in the UN system want to say something about effectiveness. This usually involves assessing the extent to which the intervention achieved its expected results, hence the need for indicators. Indicators should answer the question: “What would we expect to see as verifiable evidence of the achievement of this outcome or impact?”

62. Developing indicators for normative work is challenging. Recall the time and effort that went into developing the indicators for the MDGs. A few general rules apply:

- **Limit the number of indicators to two or three per outcome/impact statement.** Doing so will keep the volume of data to be collected in check. Data collection must not be allowed to become too onerous or expensive. If one or two good indicators can provide conclusive evidence of the intended change, leave it at that.

- **Include at least one qualitative indicator per outcome statement.** Qualitative indicators allow the evaluator to find depth in information and to tease out important nuances.

- **Ensure that indicators are gender-sensitive,** wherever possible. A gender-sensitive indicator is a measure of change over time in relation to gender equality, and one that produces sex-disaggregated data. For example: *Extent to which women’s and men’s perspectives are heard in policy dialogue sessions.*

- **Think SMART:** Indicators should be specific, measurable, attainable, relevant and, where possible, time-bound.

63. Table 6 below gives examples of indicators relevant to an advocacy campaign supported by a UN organization and aimed at encouraging Member States to adopt an international norm.
Table 6. Indicators for Advocacy Work of a Normative Nature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Strengthened support for the international norm | • Percentage change in awareness of the campaign normative issue among target groups; number of target groups (e.g. policy makers and opinion leaders) aware of the campaign principles and key messages related to the norm  
• Number of key stakeholder groups agreeing on the definition of the problem related to the norm  
• Extent of media coverage of the normative issue  
• Diversity of groups involved in the issue as measured by number of ‘unlikely allies’ supporting the norm  
• Number of Twitter followers, discrete visitors to the campaign website, media stories per month |
| 2. Strengthened organizational capacity of partners backing the norm | • Number of management improvements made in partner organizations to support the implementation of the norm  
• Ability of partner organizations to implement the norm  
• Level of stability of partner organizations to implement the norm |
| 3. Strengthened alliances supporting the norm | • Number of strategic alliances in support of the norm  
• Level of collaboration among partners in support of the norm  
• Size and strengths of coalitions formed to support the norm |
| 4. Strengthened base of support for the norm | • Diversity of groups involved in the issue as measured by number of ‘unlikely allies’ supporting the norm  
• Extent of media coverage of the normative issue  
• Number of target groups (e.g. policy makers and opinion leaders) aware of the campaign principles and key messages related to the norm  
• Number of Twitter followers, discrete visitors to the campaign website, media stories per month |
| 5. Improved policies that reflect the norm\(^{19}\) | • Documented evidence that a new policy on the campaign issue is in development  
• A new policy reflecting the norm is adopted in the form of an ordinance, legislation, binding agreement  
• Level of funding applied to implementing the new or improved policy |

Adapted from Reisman, Gienapp and Stachowiak, 2007.

64. Collaboration with stakeholders can help overcome the difficulty of crafting indicators for normative outcomes. Ideally, the evaluation manager should form a team for this purpose and the team should include subject matter specialists and at least one wordsmith who has a good deal of experience with indicators. A series of short workshops is best suited for this task because the indicators are likely to undergo several iterations before they are ready. Ideally, the key stakeholders, including the managers whose normative work is being evaluated, should validate the indicators once drafted.

\(^{19}\) Note that this is a medium-term (intermediate) or perhaps even a long-term outcome.
Do not overlook the obvious when preparing indicators. For example, if one of the outcomes is “Increased adoption of food safety standards by Member States”, then a simple indicator could be “number of targeted countries that have adopted the standards in the period under review”. However, this is insufficient to tell the performance story because there may be some Member States that adopted the standard for reasons other than the intervention. In this case, another indicator is needed so that the evaluator has a second line of evidence. For example: “Number of experts and NGO partners who believe the adoption of the standards would not have happened without the intervention”. Although evaluators should always look for simple measures, sometimes complex measures are needed to tell the performance story particularly when assessing the impact of normative work.

Remember that the outcome statements and indicators should focus on the core of the normative work: that which is in the control of the implementing organization and which can reasonably be predicted. Given that most normative work takes place in dynamic environments, there will likely be unexpected outcomes and new indicators that come to light during the evaluation.

Most evaluation inception reports feature an evaluation matrix outlining the key questions, subquestions and corresponding indicators, data sources and evaluation methods. Table 7 provides an example from the effectiveness section of an evaluation matrix for a programme aimed at promoting biodiversity standards.
### Table 7. Evaluation Matrix of Normative Outcomes Related to Biodiversity Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effectiveness Criterion</th>
<th>Key Question &amp; Subquestions</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Data Sources</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcomes:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1. Increased uptake of biodiversity standards by participating national governments. | What results has the intervention achieved?  
  - What would be the likely outcomes had the intervention not occurred?  
  - What unexpected results has the intervention achieved?  
  - What are the factors enhancing and impeding results? | 1.1 Number of governments that adopted the standards  
  1.2 Number of governments that enacted laws or regulations reflecting the standards  
  1.3 Perceptions of the partners, including environmental NGOs, regarding the UN organization’s contribution to increased uptake and the factors enhancing and impeding uptake | Programme documents  
  National authorities  
  Programme manager and staff  
  NGO representatives  
  Experts and groups that did not participate in the intervention | Document review  
  Interviews  
  Focus group discussions |
| 2. Strengthened awareness of biodiversity standards on the part of national environmental managers. |                             | 2.1 Number of managers (male/female) who attended awareness-raising events and who report increased awareness  
  2.2 Perceptions of other stakeholders, including environmental NGOs, regarding environmental managers’ awareness of standards | Programme documents  
  National authorities  
  Programme manager and staff  
  NGO representatives  
  Experts and groups that did not participate in the intervention | Document review  
  Interviews  
  Focus group discussions |

68. If the intervention has prepared a performance measurement framework, there may be baseline data available. This would be helpful to the evaluators because it would allow them to assess the changes that have occurred since the intervention began. Where a UN organization is working to establish a standard, and no standard was in place beforehand, the baseline would be zero. Where there are no reliable baseline data, the evaluators must try to reconstruct the baseline, usually by means of a document review and interviews with managers. This can be a difficult undertaking, which is particularly challenging when records are imprecise, people who were there at the start of the intervention have moved on, and when the programming context is dynamic.

**Task 2.5: Selecting the appropriate evaluation design and methodology**

69. The evaluation manager has many choices in designing an evaluation of normative work and selecting methodologies. First, the evaluation manager must decide when to conduct the evaluation because the timing affects the type of evaluation to be carried out. This is an important issue because normative outcomes and impact can be long-term, emergent and unpredictable, as in the case of some initiatives aimed at developing an international norm,
and others that support Member States to align their policies and legislation with international conventions. There are no gold standards: choice is situational and driven by the purpose of the evaluation, its key questions, the time and resources available, and how the evaluation data are to be used. Table 8 provides some guidance to help evaluation managers make prudent choices.

**Table 8. Choices in Types and Designs for Evaluations of Normative Work**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>When to use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summative</td>
<td>Evaluation conducted at the end of an intervention, usually to provide information about its value and impact.</td>
<td>At the end of a normative intervention, but best planned as the intervention gets under way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formative</td>
<td>Evaluation conducted part way through an intervention, usually focusing on operational issues and oriented towards identifying strengths and shortcomings. Sometimes referred to as process evaluation and mid-term evaluation.</td>
<td>Part way through a normative intervention so that corrective action can be taken to strengthen outcomes and impact. Best planned as the intervention gets under way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental</td>
<td>Evaluation that helps in developing an intervention and strengthening its effectiveness as it is implemented.</td>
<td>Well suited to normative work in complex systems where the interventions are experimental and the outcomes are unclear.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Designs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>When to use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>An ex-ante design requiring random assignment of a population to at least two groups, one of which serves as a control or counterfactual.</td>
<td>Use whenever affordable and practical in order to determine whether impact can be attributed to the intervention as the single cause, i.e. that the normative work was both necessary and sufficient to cause the impact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-experimental</td>
<td>A design where an intervention and non-intervention or comparison group (counterfactual) are formed either before or after the intervention, but without randomly assigning the population to a group.</td>
<td>Use when this level of rigour is necessary and feasible in order to prove that the normative work was both necessary and sufficient for a net change at the impact level. Challenging to find comparison groups that are closely matched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-experimental, including</td>
<td>An evaluation design where no attempt is made to compare intervention and nonintervention groups, and the emphasis is on description.</td>
<td>Use at a single point in time to assess what was planned, what took place, what changed and why.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theory- and case-based</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>approaches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

70. Although experimental and quasi-experimental designs can be powerful ways to answer questions about effectiveness, particularly questions dealing with impact, they are best suited

---

20 See Chapter 1 for more information on developmental evaluation and an example of where this type of evaluation is appropriate.

21 Only one (Coulibaly, 2010) of the more than 30 evaluations of normative work reviewed for this handbook used an experimental or quasi-experimental design.
to conditions where there is one primary cause and one main effect. Much of the UN’s normative work, however, involves numerous actors, many potential causes and just as many possible effects. Think, for example, of UN initiatives to convince state governments to accede to international labour laws, human rights conventions or sustainable development protocols. A ‘causal package’ is usually involved in such normative changes; the contents of that package are likely to be different from one country to another; and ‘success’ may not always look the same in each country.

71. Determining ‘success’ in initiatives designed to develop a norm or standard is particularly challenging. Sometimes compromises have to be made to achieve consensus, and not every norm or standard is achievable for developing countries. When the picture is not all black and white, it calls for qualitative inquiry with causality questions aimed at capturing the various shades of grey; for example: “What works for whom, why and under what conditions?” (Pawson and Tilley, 1997).

72. What methods should the evaluation manager use to evaluate normative work? There is no single best method or single best combination of methods: much depends on the purpose of the evaluation, its focus, the time and resources available and the intended use of the evaluation information. That said, in most instances a few general rules apply:

1. Use **multiple methods** in order to make up for the weaknesses of any single method. A mix of methods brings an element of complementarity to evaluation: the results obtained from one can often help the evaluator to better understand the results obtained from another.

2. In most circumstances, both **qualitative and quantitative data** are needed to evaluate normative work in order to untangle the causal package and delve into qualitative issues in depth.

3. **Multiple lines of inquiry** and **multiple data sources** are advised because they allow for **triangulation**, “the use of three or more theories, sources or types of information, or types of analysis to verify and substantiate an assessment” thereby strengthening confidence in the findings (OECD/DAC, 2002, p. 37).

---


23 For example, a 2007 evaluation of the political affairs work of the UN Security Council used self-administered surveys, in-person interviews, programme-data analyses, case studies, and a literature review, drawing on 11 different data sources (UN Economic and Social Council, 2007).
Following the above general rules, Tables 9, 10, 11 and 12 assesses methods for each category of normative work, beginning with initiatives supporting the development of an international norm, standard or convention.

### Table 9. Evaluation Methods for Initiatives Supporting the Development of an International Norm, Standard or Convention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Literature review focused on similar types of support and evaluations. Should include selected resources from the end of each chapter in this handbook.</td>
<td>May reveal lessons about successful and unsuccessful practices under similar circumstances.</td>
<td>Expensive unless focused and/or undertaken by a junior evaluator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Document review</td>
<td>Usually necessary in order to understand the context, stakeholders, roles, activities and expenditures. Often helpful in answering questions pertaining to relevance and efficiency.</td>
<td>Time-consuming. May not yield much data related to the indicators of outcomes and impact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Key informant interviews</td>
<td>Most effective means of collecting in-depth qualitative information, e.g. exploring what worked well, what did not, and why.</td>
<td>Time-consuming. May be expensive if key informants are many, and at a distance. Telephone and Skype interviews are generally less effective than face-to-face interviews but much cheaper. Challenging to control for bias. Requires skilled evaluators and takes considerable time to set up interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Focus group discussion</td>
<td>Can yield in-depth qualitative data. Can be done with different groups of stakeholders in order to compare points of view on a normative issue. A good method to get the views of many in a short time. Best results often come when group members are involved in similar work and/or at the same level.</td>
<td>Typically requires 6-10 participants with similar backgrounds for several hours, which may be difficult to arrange. Two evaluators needed: one to facilitate; the other to take notes. Must be well facilitated to get full participation. Requires group members to be at the same level and/or involved in similar work. Unsuitable where there is a rigid hierarchy in the group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. <strong>Self-administered survey</strong></td>
<td>Self-administered surveys come in many forms, including mail-in, e-mail and online surveys. E-mail surveys are suitable for obtaining information from large numbers. Online surveys are fast, low cost, and have a potential wide reach. Readily available software makes it easy to crunch numbers to determine variances, and to generate tables and charts.</td>
<td>In order to have good response rates from self-administered surveys, recipients must be motivated or obliged to respond. For online surveys, response rates often plunge after 10 minutes, so surveys must be kept short and confined mainly to closed-ended questions unless incentives are provided. Results are not representative and open to bias when participants are self-selected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. <strong>Direct observation</strong>, e.g. when Member States meet to consider a standard</td>
<td>Useful for assessing the process used in developing a norm or standard, stakeholder participation, the quality of partnerships and normative leadership. Should be semi-structured using an assessment checklist or grading matrix. Helpful to have two evaluators observe together and compare notes afterwards.</td>
<td>Difficult to control for bias. Requires experienced evaluators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. <strong>Cost-benefit analysis and cost-effectiveness analysis</strong></td>
<td>Useful for answering questions related to efficiency. Can be used to compare the cost of one intervention to another when the conditions are similar.</td>
<td>Accurate financial data may not be readily available. May require financial expertise for data analysis. Evaluators must be careful when interpreting the results of the analysis, because the benefits of normative work are often difficult to quantify.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. <strong>Mapping</strong>, e.g. mapping of stakeholders or mapping of the process used to achieve agreement on a standard or norm</td>
<td>Helps to identify multiple stakeholders, their roles and relationships, and the drivers/blockers of change. This method, can be done when preparing for an evaluation, can also be employed during the evaluation to create visual maps of stakeholders and their relationships in each participating country as a way of identifying the variety of challenges and opportunities Member States face in obtaining support for standards.</td>
<td>Not particularly helpful when only a few stakeholders are involved. Challenging to do when there are many stakeholders and/or when the normative work has involved a complicated process over a long period.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

24 In a recent evaluation, the Inspection and Evaluation Division of the Office of Internal Oversight used direct observation as one of several methods to review the Department of Economic and Social Affairs’ normative work (United Nations Economic and Social Council, 2011).

Evaluation of the development of an international norm, standard, or convention is likely to focus on assessing the processes and/or governance structures used to achieve agreement or consensus on a standard, norm or convention. The evaluation would be largely qualitative and would require robust methods for qualitative inquiry such as those in Table 9. Agreement or consensus on a standard, norm or convention should be reasonably straightforward to determine. More challenging might be the unexpected outcomes, both positive and negative. Interviews and focus group discussions would be among the best methods to uncover unexpected outcomes, and it would be prudent to include some groups of stakeholders who may have been excluded or who chose not to participate in the normative process.

A typical methodological challenge for evaluation in this category of normative work is that the representatives of partner countries or organizations change frequently. In this case, the evaluation manager should try to find those people who have been involved long enough to have informed, historical perspectives on the normative work. This would require purposeful sampling, which is legitimate for qualitative inquiry. Although the evaluators must be careful not to over-generalize, they can extrapolate from the data gathered from a purposeful sample. Extrapolations are “modest speculations on the likely applicability of findings to other situations under similar, but not identical, conditions” (Patton, 2008, p. 459). Case studies may also be appropriate if the evaluation is attempting to compare multiple cases of normative work aimed at developing a norm, standard or international convention.

Table 10. Evaluation Methods for Initiatives Supporting Governments to Integrate an International Standard into Legislation, Policies and Development Plans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. <em>All in Table 9 may apply</em>[^26]</td>
<td>Helpful where a primary objective is to gain in-depth understanding of the programming context and the reasons why a normative intervention did or did not succeed. Choosing 4-5 case units and analysing within each unit and across units can yield important qualitative and quantitative information about the conditions needed for the successful integration of international standards or about the kind of UN support needed to assist governments at the national level to implement a normative instrument.</td>
<td>Time-consuming and potentially expensive. Risky to generalize findings on the basis of only 2-3 cases. Need to focus on information-rich cases to justify the effort and cost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <em>Case studies</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^26]: If the intervention involves strengthening the capacity of Member States, for example the capacity to revise legislation or to prepare development plans that integrate the norm, the literature review should examine international experience in this regard, including recent studies on nature of capacity development, such as that of Baser and Morgan (2008).
3. **Self-assessments**

Useful when assessing the knowledge and skills gained by individuals who have received training, coaching or mentoring as part of the normative work. Ideally, should be done before and after the training, coaching or mentoring.

Often positively biased, so evaluators should obtain a second line of evidence, such as from the supervisors of those who participated in training.

4. **Benchmarking**

Potentially helpful in comparing each government’s policies, legislation or development plans against a benchmark or ideal example that fits all UN criteria for the norm or standard.

Need to recognize the extenuating circumstances in some countries, such as weak legislative drafting capacity or lack of political will, which may make it difficult to achieve the benchmark.

76. Where the evaluation is focused on the experience of integrating the standard in one or a few countries, it could be helpful for the evaluator to prepare a chronology charting the major interventions and the steps taken by each country to bring their policies, laws and regulations in line with the standard. The chronology\(^{27}\) could help the evaluator to correlate data pertaining to the changes that have occurred across the normative interventions.

| Table 11. Evaluation Methods for Initiatives to Assist Governments to Implement Legislation, Policies and Development Plans Based on an International Standard |
|---|---|---|
| **Methodology** | **Pros** | **Cons** |
| 1. *All in Tables 9 and 10 may apply* | Field site visits give the evaluator an opportunity to hear the perspectives of the ultimate beneficiaries/rights holders. They can help the evaluator to validate information obtained from other sources and other methods, and they can help the evaluator to gain a first-hand understanding of the constraints, such as lack of funds or technical skills, that national governments or institutions face when attempting to implement international standards. Most UN evaluations currently include field visits as part of their methodology. | Expensive when many countries are involved. |
| 2. *Field site visit* | |

77. Figure 3 provides a quick visual summary of the most common methodologies for each of the three types of evaluations of normative work in the UN system.

**Figure 3. Common Methodologies by Type of Evaluation**

1. **Supporting the development of an international norm, standard or convention**
   - Literature review: Document review, Key informant interview, Focus group discussion, Self-administered survey, Direct observation, Cost-benefit analysis, Benchmarking

2. **Supporting governments to integrate a standard into legislation, policies & development plans**
   - All of 1, plus: Case study, Self-assessment, Benchmarking

3. **Supporting governments to implement legislation, policies and development plans based on international standards**
   - All of 1 and 2, plus: Field site visit

78. The evaluator is not confined to these common methods; the special methods outlined in Table 12 below can be used effectively to evaluate normative work under the circumstances described.

**Table 12. Evaluation Methods for Use in Special Circumstances**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outcome mapping</td>
<td>Outcome mapping is a measurement system designed by the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) in Canada. Rather than assessing the products of an intervention (e.g. policy change), it focuses mainly on changes in behaviours of the people and organizations affected by the intervention. Outcome mapping establishes a vision of the human, social, and environmental betterment to which the project hopes to contribute and then focuses monitoring and evaluation on factors and actors within its sphere of influence. Outcome mapping pays less attention to the intervention’s actual progress and more to the intervention’s influence (both deliberate and unintended) during implementation. Best suited to the monitoring and evaluation of initiatives supporting governments to integrate an international standard into legislation, policies and development plans, and to assist governments to implement legislation, policies and development plans based on an international standard.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

28 For more information on Outcome Mapping, see: www.idrc.ca/EN/Resources/Publications/Pages/ArticleDetails.aspx?PublicationID=1004
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome harvesting&lt;sup&gt;29&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Outcome harvesting can be applied in evaluations of normative work where there are no pre-determined outcomes in the form of a logic model or theory of change and no performance monitoring information against pre-set indicators. The method works in reverse order from standard evaluations: the evaluator begins by ‘harvesting’ outcomes – both positive and negative – from reports, interviews and other sources and then works backwards to determine the extent to which the project or initiative contributed to the outcomes. The harvested outcomes go through a culling process where knowledgeable, independent sources validate and substantiate them. The methodology is suited to highly complex normative environments where cause and effect are unclear. Can be time consuming and requires a high degree of participation. Most applicable for evaluating the 2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt; and 3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt; type of normative work.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process tracing</td>
<td>Process tracing or process induction is a method aimed at generating and analysing qualitative data on the causal mechanisms or processes, events, actions, expectations, and other intervening variables that link hypothesized causes to observed effects.&lt;sup&gt;30&lt;/sup&gt; Oxfam UK has used process tracing successfully to evaluate policy influence in South Africa and Bolivia (Oxfam UK, 2012). Particularly well suited to evaluating normative work supporting governments to integrate an international standard into legislation, policies and development plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems analysis</td>
<td>Systems analysis is the study of sets of interacting entities and the relationships among them. The method is relatively new to evaluation and can be helpful in analysing complex systems, such as those pertaining to governance, trade, and various social systems where there are multiple variables, interlinking relationships and communication that can effect normative outcomes. Suitable for all three categories of normative work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Significant Change</td>
<td>Most Significant Change (MSC) is a form of participatory monitoring and evaluation that is story-based and qualitative. It can be used in evaluating human rights and democracy assistance interventions where outcomes are difficult to predict and where there may be no predetermined indicators (UNIDO and UNEP, 2008). The process involves the collection of significant change stories emanating from the field, and the systematic selection of the most significant of these stories by panels of designated stakeholders or staff. MSC can identify both positive and negative changes brought about by an intervention. MSC can help stakeholders focus their activities on the drivers of change. Best suited to assessing the outcomes and impact of national government efforts to apply policies, laws and development plans based on international norms at the community level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appreciative Inquiry&lt;sup&gt;31&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>A methodology first used in organizational development and now in evaluation that builds on an organization’s assets rather than its shortcomings. Appreciative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<sup>29</sup> The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation used outcome harvesting for an evaluation of the BioNET Global Programme 2007-2011, which supports a global environmental voluntary network that promotes a standard taxonomy linked to the implementation of the Convention on Biological Diversity. See: <www.outcomemapping.ca/resource/resource.php?id=374> for more information on outcome harvesting.


<sup>31</sup> For more information on AI, see: <appreciativeinquiry.case.edu/>
Inquiry (AI) asks participants to interview each other using questions that generate examples, stories and metaphors about positive aspects of organizational life. Participants analyse the results in groups looking for the themes and topics that can become the foundation for positive organizational development. AI can be applied in participatory evaluations that frame evaluation questions in a positive light and that involve participants determining practical action to produce a desired positive state. AI can be used in evaluating all three categories normative work.

Photovoice

Photovoice is a method that can be applied in evaluations where the perspectives of youth, marginalized or disempowered groups are important. Participants are asked to represent their point of view by taking photographs, discussing them together, developing narratives to go with their photos, and conducting outreach or other action. This method could, for example, be used to understand the perspectives of the beneficiaries of normative work who may not respond to surveys and interviews. Best suited to evaluating at the community level the outcomes and impact of policies, laws and development plans based on international norms.

79. Many other methods, tools and resources are available to evaluation managers for evaluations of particular types of normative work. For example, evaluation managers could use Participatory Rural Appraisal if called upon to evaluate normative interventions at the community level. For national-level evaluations, some worldwide longitudinal data sets may be helpful, particularly where the normative work involves governance issues. Freedom House, Polity and Transparency International are among the organizations that have such data and the UN itself has many potentially useful indexes, UNDP’s Human Development Index, among them. The caveat in using these is causality: although a country’s performance during the course of the UN support may have improved according to the index, the improvement is unlikely to have been caused by the UN support alone.

80. A number of special methods are available for assessing advocacy initiatives. Among them are media tracking, policy mapping, network mapping, and structured bellwether interviews. These and others are described in Coffman’s (2009) User’s Guide to Advocacy Evaluation Planning. Coffman argues that evaluating advocacy requires a non-traditional mind-set because successful advocacy work is constantly in flux, adjusting to changes in the environment. In this area of normative work, planned outcomes are likely to shift quickly.

32 For more information, see: <en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoice>

33 Participatory Rural Appraisal is a participatory methodology with a set of participatory tools often used in rural development to ensure that the knowledge and opinions of local stakeholders are prominent in the planning, management and evaluation of development programmes.

34 Bellwethers are gauges of future trends or predictors of future events. In this context, bellwethers are knowledgeable and innovative thought leaders whose opinions about policy issues carry substantial weight and predictive value. With this methodology bellwethers are informed before the interview about what the interview will generally cover but are not given specific details to ensure that their responses are unprompted.
For Coffman, “The real challenge is assessing what happens along the way and what can be learned from that journey” (Coffman, 2007, p. 32). As noted in Chapter 1, this may call for a nontraditional approach to evaluation, such as developmental evaluation.

81. *Evaluating Democracy Support* (Burnell, 2007) chronicles the many challenges involved in evaluating programmes supporting democratization, rule of law, anticorruption and human rights. Published by the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance and the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency, the paper makes a strong case for participatory approaches and for a mix of quantitative and qualitative measures.

82. Evaluating normative products and services such as publications, training courses, databases, knowledge networks and so on may call for special methods in combination with others noted in Tables 9, 10 and 11. For example, peer reviews can be helpful in assessing the technical quality of normative materials. Web analytics are helpful in measuring the use of web-based resources over time. When evaluating normative products, evaluation managers may wish to assess them against internationally recognized practices, such as conducting needs assessments, involving stakeholders in their design, targeting the materials for distinct audiences, field testing the materials before using them, integrating gender equality and human rights principles, and ensuring adequate budgets for their promotion and distribution.35

Task 2.6: Selecting the evaluation team

83. The selection of the evaluation team is one of the evaluation manager’s most important tasks. Although much depends on the evaluation’s focus, scope and budget, the following general points should be kept in mind.

84. All members of the team should be familiar with the norms, standards or conventions at the centre of the intervention. Subject specialists may be needed depending on the nature of the normative work. If, for example, the work is highly technical, as in intellectual property, international law, marine biology, air safety or trade-related matters, a specialist can be immensely helpful. If the normative work involves advocacy, there should be someone on the team with expertise in policy change, media relations, development communication and, perhaps, social media. Most important, team members, including the team leader, should have strong backgrounds in evaluation and wide-ranging experience. Clear, concise writing is an often overlooked but critically important skill for evaluation. An evaluation can fall apart if the team leader and those contributing to the evaluation report are weak writers. The more complex the evaluation – and evaluations of normative work tend to be complex – the more essential it is to have strong writing and analytical skills.

85. Most evaluations of UN normative work reviewed for this handbook used hybrid teams with internal and external team members. That said, sometimes it may be advantageous to use only internal evaluators. Other times, as with some high-level, agency-wide evaluations of

35 The assessment template in Annex 8 of the evaluation of FAO’s capacity development activities in Africa (FAO, 2010) captures many of these assessment criteria.
normative work or when highly specialized expertise is needed, external experts might be required.

86. The evaluation manager must be acutely attuned to gender and human rights, as well as cultural and political nuances, when composing the evaluation team. Teams should ideally include a gender equality and human rights specialist and they should have an appropriate balance of women and men. Local consultants can complement the work of international consultants whenever field missions are conducted. Local knowledge and local language expertise are critically important because most evaluations of normative work in the UN system require an understanding of the intervention’s social, organizational and institutional contexts. In circumstances calling for participatory models of evaluation, government and other stakeholders may be involved in gathering and analysing data.

87. Interpreters and translators are indispensable in countries where there are significant language barriers. The best professional interpreters and translators that could be found should be hired, staying clear of resources provided by stakeholder groups so as to avoid undue filtering of information. Once recruited, an interpreter becomes an integral part of the team. The interpreter needs time at the beginning of the evaluation to learn about the normative context and to become familiar with the intervention’s technical terminology. In order to facilitate the work of the interpreter, the evaluation manager needs coach other team members in the art and discipline of short-sentence interviewing.

88. The evaluation manager should keep the team to a manageable size in order to avoid the inevitable problems that plague large teams and to keep the cost of the evaluation in check. This can be accomplished by selecting team members with multiple, complementary skills and experience. The role of each team member needs to be well defined, as should the lines of accountability. The evaluation manager should set aside time at the start of the evaluation to ensure team members are briefed on evaluation ethics.

**Task 2.7: Preparing the evaluation terms of reference**

89. The terms of reference (ToR) for evaluating normative work should follow the same pattern as the ToR for evaluating development initiatives. It should contain, at a minimum, the evaluation purpose, use, scope, focus, key questions, cross-cutting themes, design, methodology, timing and background information on the intervention to be evaluated, along with a theory of change. The ToR should also describe the roles and responsibilities of the main participants in the evaluation. The document should describe the norms, standards or conventions in some detail. Often, evaluation ToRs refer to the UN ethical guidelines and standards to be followed. Some ToRs state the expertise required within the evaluation team. The ToR should briefly explain to readers why the evaluation is taking place, what it will focus on and who will participate in it. It does not usually contain the design matrix, which is the basis of the plan for conducting the evaluation. Ideally, the ToR should be no more than 10 pages and written in plain language for broad distribution, in which case the budget
details are excluded.

90. The ToR should remain in draft until the evaluation begins. It is good practice to tweak the questions and methodology in light of new information received as the evaluation gets underway. Sometimes consultants recruited for the evaluation team or members of the reference group bring new perspectives that warrant changes to the ToR.

**Box 7. Lessons in Preparing Evaluations of Normative Work**

The involvement of internal stakeholders and, to the extent possible, relevant external stakeholders, throughout the evaluation increases the perceived relevance, and stakeholders’ ownership of the evaluation (UNEG, 2010).

“It is important to strike an appropriate balance between promoting the ownership of evaluation findings and recommendations without compromising the independence of evaluation, which can be aided by clearly defining the role of such a reference or consultative group prior to commencing work” (UNEG, 2010, p. 4).

Crafting indicators can be challenging, particularly so for some types of normative work. Experience shows that this task is best done in a group which includes subject matter specialists and someone with a strong results-based management background and experience preparing indicators.

Sex ratios are an insufficient indicator for gender equality. It is not numbers, but the substance of those numbers that counts – e.g. representation versus participation (ILO, 2012b).

Focus the evaluation on what is most important and what is feasible. In evaluations of normative work, the higher one climbs the results chain, the more difficult the causal analysis becomes.

Not everything that counts can be counted and not everything that can be counted counts. (Albert Einstein)

Rigorous thinking supersedes rigorous methods. (M. Patton, 2011)
Box 8. Quality Check – Preparing Evaluations of Normative Work

✓ Has the purpose of the evaluation of normative work been clearly spelled out and the use of the evaluation data determined?
✓ Have several key questions been identified as the focus of the evaluation of normative work?
✓ Have the various design options been considered and an appropriate design selected?
✓ Has a stakeholder analysis been carried out and an outreach strategy prepared?
✓ Have stakeholders (women and men) been identified to participate in the evaluation of normative work and their roles and responsibilities described?
✓ Have key data sources been identified?
✓ Have various methods been considered and a combination of the most appropriate methods selected in light of the evaluation purpose and context?
✓ Have appropriate, gender-sensitive indicators been selected for each outcome and impact?
✓ Do the design and methods selected take into account the key evaluation questions?
✓ Do the design and methods allow for a thorough analysis of cross-cutting issues, including human rights and gender equality?
✓ Have solutions been explored for the challenges anticipated?

Useful resources


UNEG (2005). *Norms and Standards for Evaluation in the UN System*. Available at: <www.uneval.org>


**International Initiative for Impact Evaluation**: Large collection of useful reference materials, tool-kits, downloadable documents and other resources on methodology and best practice for impact evaluation: <www.3ieimpact.org/>

**NONIE**: A network of over a 100 international evaluation offices, including the UN, The World Bank, other development organizations, developing countries and various regional and global organizations.

**The Communication Initiative Network**: Comprehensive information on designing, implementing and evaluating communication and advocacy campaigns: <www.communit.com>
Chapter 3. Collecting and Analysing Data

Task 3.1: Collecting data

91. The handbook turns next to some of the common challenges associated with evaluating normative work, which in most cases will involve much more qualitative than quantitative assessment.

“Most of the advocacy that takes place at private meetings, receptions and dinners away from the limelight is undocumented. Much of the high-level advocacy work is as well. Some events are described briefly in reports and in media coverage, but the details of the tactics used to advocate are not. For example, there is relatively little documentation describing the years of intensive lobbying that led to Pakistan’s Juvenile Justice Ordinance.... The absence of such data impedes organizational learning.”


92. Often the greatest challenge is to find reliable data for the assessment of outcomes (behavioural and institutional changes) derived from normative work. The evaluation team will have to piece together information about the situation before and after the intervention from a document review, interviewing and other methods. Obvious sources of information include the officers responsible for the intervention, the key implementing partners and other key stakeholders. Not to be overlooked are the UN officials who have made formal and informal representations. Some of the best insights – often the golden nuggets of perception – may come from unlikely sources: junior field staff, retired government officials, business leaders, journalists, and even drivers.

93. It is essential to gather the views of both women and men because their needs are distinct and the impact of normative interventions on them is often different. Several UN evaluations (for example, ILO, 2012a) reviewed for this handbook found that reinforcing stereotype roles for women and men in normative work reduces economic opportunities for women. Evaluations have found that normative work which has not included a rigorous gender analysis may have negative outcomes for women and children, even when women and children are targeted as key beneficiaries (UNICEF, 2008).

“External issues should be thoroughly analysed to understand how they interact with a specific project. This is the most difficult component of the evaluation: external influences may be numerous and hard to foresee, particularly in democracy programmes of a political nature. Also, the lack of theoretical consensus among experts, academics and practitioners about the causal relationship between variables and their wider political effects complicates the analysis.”


94. Analysing the influence of external issues on the outcomes of normative work is essential, but is one of the most difficult aspects of evaluation. Some stakeholders may be reluctant to acknowledge that the UN’s work influenced their decisions to adopt international norms despite evidence to the contrary. The evaluator has to take into account the different perspectives of reality by triangulating data from multiple sources and from multiple lines of inquiry when making judgements as to the merits of an intervention. Occasionally, the evaluator may find a tell-tale sign of influence such as reference to a UN norm in a policy statement or the widespread use of a
UN analytical tool. The evaluators must also look beyond the prescribed outcomes and indicators because the unintended results may be more important than the intended outcomes.

95. People are at the centre of evaluations and dealing with them is often the greatest challenge in normative evaluations of a qualitative nature. Often in the evaluation of normative work, the evaluators must deal with expectations, power relationships, personal politics and fixed notions about the role of evaluation. A review of evaluations that have gone wrong suggests that good communication is an essential ingredient for success (Gervais, 2010). Communicating about international standards is in itself challenging because people have varying interpretations of the standards and at times may resent having to comply with them. Explaining the purpose of the evaluation and how the information will be used is good practice.

96. What should the evaluation manager do if the evaluation team is not receiving answers to the evaluation questions? Although this rarely happens with good planning, the evaluation manager should have a contingency plan. Sometimes the best strategy is to regroup after the first set of interviews or after the first country case study, and to see if any lessons can be learned and if the evaluation team can find a way to refocus the evaluation. If the team cannot, it is best to return to the reference group for guidance and make necessary changes to the evaluation design and methods.³⁶

**Task 3.2: Analysing data**

97. The nature of the UN’s normative work possess challenges for data analysis, as exemplified in a report on an evaluation of UNIFEM programming to facilitate implementation of CEDAW in Southeast Asia:

> While our analysis has shown that there is evidence of progress against the related outputs and against the individual outcome level indicators, the question remains whether and how these achievements ‘add up’ to demonstrating stronger political will and generated/strengthened commitment to CEDAW implementation. (UNIFEM, 2008, p. 9)

98. What does it ‘add up to?’ That is the evaluator’s conundrum. This issue is particularly important in the evaluation of normative work where it is the responsibility of governments as duty bearers to implement international norms, standards and conventions, while UN organizations play a facilitation and/or a supportive role. To resolve the issue the evaluator needs to distinguish between *attribution* and *contribution*, as in the following:

> Attribution involves a causal claim about the intervention as the cause of the impact, and measurement of how much of the impact can be linked to the intervention. This contrasts with ‘contribution’, which makes a causal claim about whether and how an intervention has contributed to an observed impact. This usually involves verifying a theory of change

³⁶ Recent literature on evaluation may provide guidance in dealing with what to do when an evaluation goes wrong. See for example, the special issue of the *Canadian Journal of Program Evaluation*, Vol. 25, No. 3, 2010.
in a way that takes account of other influencing factors and thus reduces uncertainty about the contribution the intervention is making (Stern et al., 2012).

99. As one moves up the logic chain to impact, it is often more accurate to speak of contribution or influence rather than of direct cause and effect (UNEG, 2012). Where UN normative work has influenced policy or legislation, “the best that can be expected is plausible interpretation rather than firm ‘proof’” (Stern et al., 2012, p. 34).

100. Mayne’s (2011) work on contribution analysis provides evaluators of the UN’s normative work with a practical approach to making causal claims and reducing the uncertainty of causality where data are limited and where experimental or quasi-experimental designs are not possible. The contribution analysis is a six-step process (see Box 9) of verifying, and revising where needed, the intervention’s theory of change, paying close attention to factors that influence the outcomes and impact.

**Box 9. Steps in a Contribution Analysis**

| Step 1: Set out the attribution problem to be addressed |
| Step 2: Develop a theory of change and risks to it |
| Step 3: Gather evidence verifying (or not) the theory of change |
| Step 4: Assemble and assess the contribution story and challenges to it |
| Step 5: Seek out additional evidence |
| Step 6: Revise and strengthen the contribution story |

Source: Adapted from Mayne, 2011.

101. Contribution analysis is based on the premise that an intervention is part of a broader causal package. When the intervention is working, it is an essential element of the package, and when the package is working, it is sufficient to bring about the intended change. It follows that the intervention on its own is insufficient to bring about the change, but a necessary component of the causal package, in which case it is a contributory cause. The intervention is deemed to be strongest when it is the ‘trigger’ for the change. Where there is sufficient evidence to conclude this, the evaluator can state that comprehensive causal package was sufficient to cause the collective results and the intervention actions were the trigger that made it happen (Mayne, 2011).

102. Contribution analysis forces the evaluator to seek out the direct and indirect factors that influence change in complex programming environments common to the UN’s normative work and to make the underlying assumptions explicit. Not only is contribution analysis useful, it is sufficiently rigorous to instil confidence in the evaluators’ conclusions regarding the effectiveness of normative interventions.

103. Evaluators need to be vigilant about applying human rights and gender equality lenses to their data analysis. This applies to the evaluation of all normative work, not just the work that
has an explicit human rights or gender equality focus. The analysis needs to be applied at three levels: the original design of the intervention to see whether human rights and gender equality concerns had been considered; the extent to which the intervention then actually applied human rights and gender equality principles and/or a human rights-based approach; and analysis of the outcomes and impact of an intervention to determine the extent to which those outcomes and impact are aligned with human rights and principles and how they may affect women and men differently. Assistance from human rights and gender specialists can be invaluable in making these determinations. For more detailed information, UNEG’s *Integrating Human Rights and Gender Equality in Evaluation*, is a helpful guide. Additional resources are listed at the end of this chapter.

104. A cautionary note about targets: some evaluation reports reviewed for this handbook based their assessments largely on the extent to which targets were met. None of these took the trouble to assess whether the targets were realistic in the first place or if other, perhaps more important, priorities emerged during the course of the normative work. Targets at best tell only part of the performance story and, particularly in normative work, targets are subject to change at the drop of a hat. Although targets should be adjusted frequently, managers and donors are often reluctant to change them once set. For these reasons, the evaluator should explore them carefully before jumping to conclusions.

105. The use of matrices to categorize information can assist data analysis. A reflective workshop can also be a useful participatory way to analyse data. Some evaluations of normative work have held a workshop immediately after collecting data wherein members of the evaluation team return to the ToR and examine each evaluation question in detail. The workshop needs to be well facilitated to ensure full participation and critical reflection. The use of index cards to help identify and organize key points visually is helpful. This method is particularly useful in sorting through massive amounts of data to identify what is really important. It is also a good way to prepare the presentation of the team’s preliminary findings to the reference group or to stakeholders at the end of an evaluation mission.

**Task 3.3: Identifying lessons and best-fit practices**

106. In the course of analysing their data, members of the evaluation team should take the time to identify lessons and best-fit practices. The terms ‘lessons’ and ‘best-fit practices’ are used advisedly. Lessons do not become ‘lessons learned’ until they are actually implemented. Some organizations repeat the same mistakes despite claiming to have learned lessons. Best-fit practices are more appropriate than ‘best practices’ because not all practices, however effective in one setting, fit all others. These nuances are particularly applicable to the evaluation of normative work because of the varied contexts in which the work takes place. It follows that the lessons at the end of each chapter in this handbook may not apply in every evaluation of normative work.

---

37 An independent evaluation of the UNIDO and UNEP Cleaner Production Programme in 2008 used matrices to rate performance in relation to policy advice across 18 countries. The evaluators organized data on outputs, outcomes and impacts in three categories: scale of results, type of evidence and strength of evidence (UNIDO and UNEP, 2008, pp. 92-93).
107. Identifying lessons and best-fit practices is often challenging: what turns up in some evaluation reports is either insufficiently grounded in evidence or written in the form of recommendations. Lessons usually come from qualitative inquiry that asks: “Why did this happen and what can be learned from it?” Best-fit practices also come largely from qualitative inquiry that asks: “Why did this work well and can it be applied in similar normative work under like conditions?” The task of identifying lessons and best-fit practices should be shared within the evaluation team. It is important to set aside at least a full day for this because it often requires considerable reflection and discussion. Input from key stakeholders can be helpful. Those most closely associated with the intervention could be asked already during the scoping stage of the evaluation to self-identify lessons and best-fit practices, which the evaluation team could then look at more closely during the data collection phase (and not stumble into them mid-process). At the very least, stakeholders should be given the opportunity to review and comment on the lessons and best-fit practices once drafted.

108. Since most lessons are learned from trial and error, the evaluators need to probe for this information during interviews because managers are likely to be hesitant in reporting work that goes awry. Some lessons and best-fit practices may come from literature reviews. For example, there are invaluable lessons and examples of best-fit practices in the literature on consensus building, advocacy, behavioural change communication, networking, capacity development and policy influence.

Box 10. Lessons in Collecting and Analysing Data

Attention to potential unexpected effects is particularly important for evaluations of normative work, such as where a Convention has been in place for some time with limited follow-up, and given that in complex environments almost anything can happen that may not be directly under the control of the agency spearheading the normative undertakings.

One should also identify multiple and sometimes simultaneous causal pathways. For example, advocacy may involve direct engagement with government, and frequently at the high political level simultaneously with developing support within the administration. Often it involves community mobilization. It can involve direct and/or indirect action, both formal – a media campaign – and informal, including discussions with high-level officials.

Cooperation from partners is needed for data collection.

“Obtaining information from both women and men may increase the cost and time of data collection. This needs to be considered but is often neglected during the planning and budgeting of the M&E [monitoring and evaluation] exercise.” (ILO, 2012b, p. 9)

“Most IE [Impact Evaluation] questions about the effects of an intervention are best answered through a ‘contributory’ lens: successful programmes are part of a sufficient ‘causal package’ – they do not work in isolation.” (Stern et al., 2012, p. 36)
Box 11. Quality Check – Collecting and Analysing Data

- Have baseline data been identified or recreated?
- Has contextual information been thoroughly examined?
- Have the data been recorded carefully and in ways that minimize bias?
- Have the evaluation team members participated in reviewing and analysing the data collected?
- Have the evaluators used triangulation in their data analysis?
- Has a rigorous contribution analysis been carried out that identifies the causal package, assesses whether the normative work was sufficient and necessary to bring about the change identified and whether the normative work triggered the change?
- Have the key findings been presented to the key stakeholders and validated by them?

Useful Resources


UNWomen Gender Equality Portal: <genderevaluation.unwomen.org/Reports/Default.aspx>
Chapter 4. Preparing the Evaluation Report

Task 4.1: Preparing the evaluation report

109. A well-written final report is the jewel in the crown of a successful evaluation. The evaluation findings and recommendations are more likely to be taken seriously and acted upon if the report is well structured and pleasurable to read. Many useful guides are available to aid report writing, some of which are listed at the end of this chapter. The quality checklist at the chapter end is a handy reminder of key points from many of these guides.

110. Since no report-writing manuals have been written exclusively for the evaluation of normative work, the following are a few suggestions based on a review of evaluation reports for this handbook.

111. It is essential when describing normative work to provide context, such as the socio-political and cultural background and the history of the work. It is also important to note the contributions of other organizations, both local and international. Readers need to understand the environment within which the normative work took place, including its opportunities, challenges and major elements influencing the outcomes. They also need to know the driving forces behind any normative changes. This information will shed light on the contribution analysis and aid in forming recommendations. Excellent examples of contextual coverage can be found in UNICEF’s DevInfo evaluation (UNICEF, 2009) and the 2010 Overall Performance Study of GEF.

112. The evaluation manager should ensure that the report captures not only the expected outcomes but also the unexpected ones, both positive and negative. Given the non-linear nature of some normative work, such as seeking agreement on a standard, advocacy, policy dialogue, capacity development and confidence building, there are bound to be a few unexpected changes, some of which may be more significant than those that were planned.

113. The conclusions and recommendations of an evaluation are critically important. Take the time to craft them carefully because if written poorly, they can become a flash point for criticism that could overshadow all that is good about the rest of the report. Remember that recommendations need to be directed at the people who have the responsibility for implementing them. In most evaluations of the UN’s normative work that would be UN managers and their government counterparts and partners. When in doubt, test out the recommendations with members of the reference group or with other stakeholders before the report is completed. When it comes to formulating recommendations, do suggest ways to strengthen normative initiatives, but do not forget to recommend, where warranted, measures to improve the monitoring and evaluation of future normative work. Most of the ILO evaluations reviewed for the handbook, for example, do a good job of crafting and directing recommendations.

114. Not all evaluations need recommendations. For example, the impact evaluation of UNIDO’s work on standards, metrology, testing and quality in Sri Lanka (UNIDO, 2010) contained no recommendations, but rather focused on a series of lessons to guide future work.
115. It is also important to acknowledge the limitations of the evaluation, particularly when baseline data are unavailable and monitoring information is limited. Constraints faced in carrying out the evaluation should appear in the methodology section of the report along with a description of what was done to mitigate the limitations.

**Box 12. Lessons – Preparing the Evaluation Report**

A report that is written in plain language and that is free of jargon goes a long way towards ensuring that it is read.

The best way to ensure that a report is read is to leave out the parts that few people will want to read.

“I often reach the right level of spontaneity in my writing by the fifth draft.” — John Kenneth Galbraith

“Brevity is the soul of wit.” — William Shakespeare, *Hamlet*

**Box 13. Quality Check – Preparing the Evaluation Report**

- Is there sufficient evidence (from multiple sources and multiple lines of inquiry) to support each major finding?
- Are the conclusions well substantiated by the evidence presented and logically connected to evaluation findings?
- Are the limitations of the evaluation and its methodology described?
- Are the evaluative judgements reasonable and justified given the evidence presented and the normative context?
- Are the judgements in the report balanced and fair?
- Are the recommendations warranted, targeted and actionable?
- Do the recommendations reflect an understanding of the organization and potential constraints for follow up?
- Does the report explain how gender equality and a human rights-based approach were integrated in the evaluation and are these cross-cutting themes reflected in the findings, conclusions and recommendations?
- Does the report use gender sensitive and human rights-based language throughout, including data disaggregated by sex, age and disability?
- Does the report respect privacy?
- Is there an executive summary that succinctly encapsulates the rationale for the evaluation, its methodology and its major findings, conclusions and recommendations?
Useful Resources


UNEG Standards for Evaluation in the UN System (2005). Available at: <www.unevaluation.org/unevalstandards>
Chapter 5. Following Up on the Evaluation

Task 5.1: Disseminating the evaluation report

116. Although each UN organization has its own policy on disseminating evaluation reports, the evaluation manager can take steps to enhance dissemination and use. Dissemination and use need to be thought through when planning the evaluation, not left until the end. Ideally, they should be addressed in the evaluation’s outreach strategy as noted in Chapter 2. Early planning is particularly important for evaluations of normative work that have learning as a primary objective. Dissemination should not be confused with use; dissemination can facilitate use, but is not the same as making decisions, improving programming, or generating knowledge (Patton, 2008). It is also important to keep in mind the various audiences for the evaluation report. Although UN managers are often the primary audience, evaluations of normative work to assist governments to implement legislation, policies and development plans based on international norms and standards may have recommendations that are directed at government representatives, in which case the dissemination strategy should include a follow-up session with the government and perhaps some ongoing monitoring.

117. As noted in earlier chapters, by the time the report reaches senior managers, ideally they should already know what is in it through their involvement in the evaluation reference group and/or other debriefing modalities. It is good strategy to avoid the element of surprise in evaluation reports, particularly when the content may be controversial.

118. UNEG standards recommend that organizations have an explicit disclosure policy that ensures “the transparent dissemination of evaluation results, including making reports broadly available to the Governing Bodies and the public, except in those cases where the reasonable protection and confidentiality of some stakeholders is required” (UNEG, 2005a, p. 4).

119. It is a sign of respect and consistent with recommended UNEG practice to provide those who participated in the evaluation with a copy of the report once it is approved. In the spirit of transparency, those who have taken time from their busy schedules to provide information ought to have an opportunity to see the results. Posting the final report on the organization’s website is now common practice. Copies of the report can also be made available through UN regional and national offices. Where there are language barriers, the evaluation manager should translate the executive summary for wide distribution.

120. In circumstances where the evaluation report contains recommendations for improving normative work that is ongoing, and where local stakeholders are receptive to improvements, the evaluation manager should consider a follow-up mission to discuss the recommendations and their implementation. Although this is not standard practice, it has the potential to strengthen local ownership, learning and uptake of the evaluators’ recommendations.
Task 5.2: Preparing a management response

121. UNEG encourages member organizations to have “appropriate evaluation follow-up mechanisms” to ensure that “evaluation recommendations are properly utilized and implemented in a timely fashion and that evaluation findings are linked to future activities” (UNEG, 2005a, p. 4). UNEG norms call for the Governing Body and management to respond to the evaluation recommendations, and for member organizations to have “systematic follow-up on the implementation of the evaluation recommendations that management and/or the Governing Bodies have accepted…” and “a periodic report on the status of implementation…” (UNEG, 2005b, p. 10).

Task 5.3: Using the evaluation

122. The formal mechanisms of the management response and follow up are aimed at ensuring that the recommendations are acted on, but they are no guarantee. Additional action is often needed to take full advantage of the knowledge gained in carrying out evaluations and the lessons generated in the process.

123. Given the likelihood of increased demand for evaluations of normative work in the UN system, evaluation managers should consider sharing their evaluation reports and developing a community of practice within the UN family. While information can initially be shared informally, if interest grows, it could expand into a knowledge network supported by an electronic repository. Some of what is learned could be incorporated in professional development programmes for evaluation managers in future. Sharing a database of consultants who are skilled in the evaluation of normative work could be another constructive offshoot.

124. Evaluations of normative work would be of interest to professional evaluation societies, of which there are now many. UN evaluation offices could link with them to strengthen professional practice.

Task 5.4: Evaluating the evaluation

125. This task, which is carried out infrequently, has considerable potential value. The evaluation manager could learn from seeking feedback on the evaluation some months or more afterwards. Were the findings used? What did stakeholders find valuable about the evaluation? What worked well and not so well regarding the evaluation design, methodology and implementation process? What can be learned from the experience to improve the evaluation of normative work in the future? Some of these questions could be answered quickly with information on file; others could be explored in a teleconference, a short survey, e-mail exchanges or in meetings. Such follow-up need not be expensive. Where warranted, evaluation managers could undertake peer reviews of evaluations of normative work as a way to increase learning and strengthen the way in which they are undertaken throughout the UN system.
Box 14. Lessons – Evaluation Follow-Up

Set the stage for use during the planning of the evaluation.

Identify a champion of change at senior level who can carry forward the lessons and recommendations from the evaluation of normative work.

Useful Resources


**Documents Reviewed**


Guidance Note on Framing and Conducting Impact Evaluations of Normative Work by the UN System.


